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Zebra offers a range of high-security card solutions to meet customer needs 
for reliable, secure ID cards. All printed plastic cards containing personal 
information are subject to counterfeiting, alteration, duplication and forgery. As 
a security feature, a protective film—commonly referred to as a laminate—can 
be applied to cards during the printing process. The protective film will also 
protect the printed image against physical wear and help to extend the life 
of the card. Zebra laminates can also be embedded with security elements, 
including visual holograms, optically variable inks, micro-text, UV fluorescent 
images, guilloche patterns and metallic inks, for added protection.

As a Zebra customer, you can customize your laminate order to include your 
company logo and name or other unique images or text. To determine if Zebra 
custom laminates are right for your business, below are important factors to 
consider before submitting a quote request form:

• Custom laminates have a minimum order quantity of 50 rolls per side per order.

• Each ZXP Series 7-compatible custom roll can laminate 750 cards. 

• Each ZXP Series 8-compatible custom roll can laminate 625 cards.

• The standard lead-time for custom orders is up to 12 weeks once the artwork 
is approved and purchase order is submitted.

• There is a one-time origination fee per laminate patch design. See Zebra 
account representative for details.

The Zebra Wasteless Advantage 

In addition to extended card life and durability, customers receive several benefits 
when they purchase Zebra laminates. Zebra’s patented wasteless laminate design 
features linerless media with a single core and no carrier—eliminating more than 
50 percent of waste over competitor laminates. In addition, Zebra’s wasteless 
laminates offer simple loading/reloading operations and a larger roll capacity, 
saving customers money and time. With savings of more than 30 percent over 
the competition, our laminates provide the lowest cost-per-card in the industry.

Zebra Laminates Security Features 

Zebra’s True Secure™ advanced security laminates provide many benefits, including deterring card 
counterfeiting, alteration and duplication.  Customized laminates can be embedded with overt, covert and 
forensic features.

• Overt visual security elements are visible to the human eye, are easy to authenticate and very difficult to forge.

• Covert elements offer enhanced security by requiring a device to make them readable by the human eye.

• Forensic elements are the most difficult for a counterfeiter to detect and replicate and are visible only with 
complex laboratory equipment.

ZEBRA® CUSTOM LAMINATE 
QUOTE REQUEST FORM
Custom Laminate Quick Reference Guide: 
Added Security to Meet Your Needs

Ideal for These 
Applications: 

• Government & National 
identification cards

• Long-lasting or high-use 
identification cards 

• Higher Education 
student identification 
cards

• High-security access 
control cards
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LAMINATION SECURITY FEATURES

Linear Kinetic Effect (overt)
A holographic image effect  
where an image is only visible 
when viewed at a specific angle.

Circular Kinetic (overt)
The method of animating a holographic 
two-dimensional image so that the image 
radiates bands of color in a set pattern.

Grayscale Image Effect (overt)
A holographic origination technique 
whereby the image appears in grayscale 
versus the traditional rainbow colors.

2-D/3-D Holography (overt)
This is a type of hologram that 
is made by putting a two-
dimensional holographic image 
in the foreground and putting 
a two-dimensional holographic 
background behind it to create 
the appearance of depth.

Micro-Text (covert)
Small text that is only legible 
when viewed with an 8x or 10x 
magnifying glass.

Fine Line Printing (overt)
The use of complex fine line 
designs that are sophisticated in 
detail, typical to banknotes and 
often referred to as guilloche 
printing, these designs can be 
successfully incorporated into 
many types of holograms.

Nano-Text (forensic)

 

 
.

Two Channel Image/Flip 
Image (overt)
A holographic effect whereby 
an image has an instant change 
from one image to another as 
the hologram is rotated from 
left to right.

Vertical and Horizontal 
Gradient Holography (overt)
The method of animating a 
holographic two-dimensional 
image so that the image 
radiates bands of color in either 
the vertical or horizontal.

Pseudo Color (overt)
This technique in making 
holograms gives a result where 
the object that is originated 
appears in its true “natural” 
coloring. However, the color is 
only apparent at a single “fixed” 
viewing angle. While you will 
see the image at any viewing 
angle, it will only be in its natural 
coloring at one viewing angle.

Hidden Imagery/Laser Retrievable Image (covert)
This feature permits the authentication of a 
holographic image with the use of a laser by 
illuminating a hidden image that is concealed within 
the micro-structure of the hologram and not visible 
to the naked eye until illuminated by a laser.

Morphing (overt)
This holographic technique is demonstrated 
by a shift between two different images as 
the angle of viewing is rotated from left to 
right. The image shift is gradual from one 
image to a second image.

 Optical Variable Ink (OVI) Printing
(overt)
The printing of inks that have a 
noticeable color shift when the 
document is rotated either up and 
down or left to right.

Refers to text that requires 
magnification beyond a 
simple eye loop and requires 
specialized laboratory 
equipment to decipher the text.
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ZEBRA CUSTOM LAMINATE ORDER PROCESS
1. Contact your Zebra account representative to discuss custom laminate solutions for your business.

2. Complete the following Custom Laminate Quote Request Form.

3. Review Zebra’s Artwork Formatting Requirements (below) for important details about custom artwork.

4. Submit the completed custom laminate quote request form and accompanying artwork to your account 
representative. You will receive a quote within 1-3 days after submitting your quote request form.

5. Review the price quote. If you would like to make changes to your order, please work directly with your 
account representative.

6. Approve the project price quote.

7. Follow Zebra’s Artwork Approval Process (below). This process must be completed prior to submitting your 
final custom laminate order.

8. Receive custom part number from Zebra.

9. Submit purchase order to your account representative.

10. Zebra will provide an order acknowledgment, including an estimated delivery time for your custom laminate 
order to be completed and shipped.

Artwork Formatting Requirements

Please submit a digital image of your artwork according to the specifications below. Note: Any changes to 
artwork submitted after you receive your price quote may alter the final cost of your custom laminate order. 

Software: 

• CorelDraw and Adobe Illustrator (outlined vector .eps files) are preferred programs for artwork submission 
files. 

High-Secure Artwork Specifications:  

• If you selected the Pseudo Color security feature, please specify the colors that will appear in your image. 

• If you selected the Micro- or Nano-text feature, please provide the text you would like to appear on the 
laminate. Text should be written in block letters and should contain no more than two lines.

Resolution:  

• High-resolution files (600 dpi or more) are preferred. 

• Artwork fee may apply if low-resolution files are provided.

Artwork Approval Process

To best meet our customers’ expectations, Zebra will not process custom laminate orders until all artwork 
submissions are reviewed and approved by the customer. An artwork template will be provided for your approval.

1.  Thoroughly review the electronic art proof sent to you by your Zebra representative.

2.  If changes are required, please note your changes on the art proof (manually or electronically).

3.  Send the edited art proof back to your Zebra representative.

4.  Zebra will supply new artwork reflecting your changes. 

5.  If more edits are required, please repeat action items 2 through 4.

6.  Sign and scan/fax the approved electronic art proof to your Zebra account representative.

©2015 ZIH Corp. Zebra, the Zebra head graphic and Zebra Technologies logo are trademarks of ZIH Corp, registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. All product names and numbers are 
Zebra trademarks. All rights reserved. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.                                                                                                                                (2/15)
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ZEBRA CUSTOM LAMINATE QUOTE REQUEST FORM

Step One: Reseller Information

Date:   

Reseller company name: 

Contact name:   Contact email: 

Name of Your Zebra Account Representative:  

If you would like to designate your order with a specific project name, please indicate the project name below.  
If you do not supply a project name, Zebra will assign one to your order. All project names are for Zebra internal use only.  

Step Two: Laminate Coverage

Single Side:  

Dual Side:       Artwork is SAME       Artwork is DIFFERENT

 

  
BOTTOM 
Half-patch 

holographic for  
magnetic stripe with 

signature panel

  
TOP 

Full-patch  
holographic

  
BOTTOM 
Full-patch  

holographic

  
BOTTOM 
Half-patch 

holographic for  
magnetic stripe

  
TOP 

Full-patch 
holographic  

for smart chip 

  
TOP 

Full-patch  
holographic

  
BOTTOM 
Full-patch  

holographic

  
BOTTOM 
Half-patch 

holographic for  
magnetic stripe

  
TOP 

Full-patch 
holographic  

for smart chip 

  
BOTTOM 
Half-patch 

holographic for  
magnetic stripe with 

signature panel
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Step Three: Image Orientation   

  
Orientation 1

  
Orientation 2

  
Orientation 3

  
Orientation 4

Step Four: Hologram Pattern Selection   

“Wallpaper” Example

Hologram will be 
in a fixed position 
horizontally with 
a random repeat 
sequence vertically 
from card to card.

“Registered” Example

Hologram will be 
in a fixed position 
horizontally and 
vertically with a fixed 
repeat sequence from 
card to card. 

 
Zebra ZXP Series 7    800086-XXX “Wallpaper”: Zebra Custom i Series 1 mil laminate;  
  Top or Bottom; Holographic Wallpaper pattern; 750 cards 

   800087-XXX “Registered”: Zebra Custom i Series 1 mil laminate;  
  Top or Bottom; Holographic Registered pattern; 750 cards

Zebra ZXP Series 8    800082-XXX “Wallpaper”: Zebra Custom i Series 1 mil laminate;  
  Top or Bottom; Holographic Wallpaper pattern; 625 cards

   800083-XXX “Registered”: Zebra Custom i Series 1 mil laminate;  
  Top or Bottom; Holographic Registered image; 625 cards

Step Five: Order Quantity

ZXP Series 7 custom laminates: 750 cards/roll 
ZXP Series 8 custom laminates: 625 cards/roll

Minimum of 50 rolls per side per order. 

Number of top rolls requested:  

Number of bottom rolls requested:  

Please refer to Zebra 
price list for details.

Please refer to Zebra 
price list for details.
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Step Six: Laminate Security Features

Please select the security features you would like to include in your custom laminate. Zebra recommends a 
combination of no more than three to five security features.

Overt Covert Forensic

  2-D/3-D holography

  Circular kinetic

  Fine line printing

  Grayscale image effect

  Linear kinetic effect

  Morphing

  Optical Variable Ink (OVI)        
  printing

  Pseudo color

  Two channel/flip image

  Vertical and horizontal  
      gradient holography

  Other

  Hidden imagery/laser  
 retrievable image

  Micro-text
Specify text

  Other

  Nano-text
Specify text

  Other

Additional Comments

IMPORTANT:
To properly submit your Custom Laminate Quote Request Form, you must:
1. Save this completed PDF as a file to your computer.
2. Attach the saved PDF to an email and send to your Zebra Account Representative.
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